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The Southern Education of a Jersey Girl:
Adventures in Life and Love in the Heart of Dixie
(Hardback)
By Jaime Primak Sullivan

Touchstone Books, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Jaime
Primak Sullivan, outspoken star of Bravo TV s Jersey Belle, offers no-nonsense Southern-spun
advice for navigating life and love with her signature charismatic Jersey charm in this winning fishout-of-water tale. Jamie Primak Sullivan, a Jersey-bred, tough-as-nails PR maven--and unlikely
transplant in an upscale suburb of Birmingham, Alabama--has spent her entire life crossing the line:
whether she s pushing the boundaries of what proper Southern ladies consider to be polite behavior
or literally traversing the Mason-Dixon line in the name of love. She isn t afraid to say what everyone
is thinking when it comes to love, sex, friendship, and many other topics that are all-too-often
sugar-coated in polite Southern company. But when a meet-cute scenario right out of a Nora
Ephron movie upends her life, Jaime finds herself a reluctant knish out of water, smack-dab in the
Deep South starting a life with her new husband, the perfect Southern gentleman. In The Southern
Education of a Jersey Girl, Jaime shares hard-learned lessons on Southern etiquette, deep-fried
foods, college football, and matters of the heart while living in the heart of Dixie, with her
quintessential ball-busting, bullsh*t free,...
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Reviews
Without doubt, this is actually the greatest operate by any writer. It is really basic but surprises within the 50 percent of the ebook. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Mr s. Chelsea Hintz
This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. it had been writtern really properly and helpful. I am very easily could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a
published publication.
-- Ma ude Ritchie
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